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Abstract
Random early detection (RED) is expected to eliminate global synchronization by random active
packet drop. Its packet drop probability is decided by the maximum packet drop probability in its
drop function, buffer thresholds, and average queue length. It has been observed that for a large
number of connections, a small value of the maximum packet drop probability may not eliminate
global synchronization. Furthermore, since RED uses four parameters to regulate its performance, it
is necessary to relate its maximum drop probability with those parameters. The objective of this paper
is to develop a framework for the bounds of the maximum drop probability of RED, based on TCP
channel model and trafﬁc characteristics. The value of the maximum drop probability obtained by
our model will make RED queue achieve its targeted goals.
r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The bandwidth of a TCP connection depends on the round trip time (RTT) and the
packet drop probability of the connection. Random early detection (RED) gateways
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provide bandwidth control since they use packet drop to imply congestion in the network.
A RED gateway regulates its performance by four parameters and one control variable.
Therefore, the packet drop probability depends not only on the congestion scenario, but
also on the value of the RED parameters. As one of the key parameters in RED, the
maximum packet drop probability, Maxp, is therefore related to the trafﬁc pattern and
other RED parameters. However, the value of Maxp suggested in Floyd and Jacobson
(1993) and Floyd (1997) is independent of the trafﬁc pattern and the values of the RED
parameters. As a result, RED may not work optimally when a RED gateway supports a
large number of connections. The objective of this paper is to develop a model for the bounds
of Maxp, based on TCP traffic characteristics and RED parameters.
The effects of Maxp on queue management are two folds. The ﬁrst is the value of
Maxp itself, and the second is the relationship between the value of Maxp and the other
parameters (Minth , Maxth , and w) (Floyd and Jacobson, 1993) (see Fig. 2). In the ﬁrst case,
it has been shown that if Maxp is too small, RED is insufﬁcient to notify senders, and tail
drop will dominate the packet drop at the RED gateway (Feng et al., 1999a); too large a
value of Maxp will lower link bandwidth. The second case is more complicated than ﬁrst
case, since RED queue regulates its performance by its four parameters.
The second problem mentioned above can be illustrated by the fact that RED uses
average queue length as a control variable to calculate packet drop probability as given by
pRED ¼ Maxp

avg  Minth
.
Maxth  Minth

Therefore, the actual packet drop probability pRED is decided not only by the value of
Maxp but also depends on the value of Maxth  Minth . In other words, the actual packet
drop probability is decided by the ratio of Maxp and Maxth  Minth . This means that
Maxp needs to be related to the link feature and the thresholds of a RED queue.
The contribution of this paper is the development of a modelling framework for the
bounds of Maxp which are related to the TCP connection parameters and RED
conﬁguration parameters. The use of Maxp suggested by our model results in all packet
drops being due to active drops (rather than the undesirable passive (tail) drops) while
maintaining a high link utilization and avoiding any global synchronization. The value of
Maxp suggested previously in the literature may eliminate passive drops, but results in low
utilization of the link bandwidth for TCP traffic. Our model can be used by network
engineers to determine an optimum value of Maxp based on trafﬁc characteristics and
values of RED parameters.
In Section 2 we describe the principles of RED, and previous work carried out in
determining the parameters of RED (Zheng and Atiquzzaman, 2004). The assumptions we
have made in developing our proposed model are outlined in Section 3, followed by
detailed development of our modelling framework in Section 4. Simulation results are
presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
2. Random early detection
IETF recommends active queue management to reduce router queue length, reduce
packet drops, and avoid lock out phenomena in Internet routers. RED (Braden et al.,
1998) is the default active queue management scheme recommended by IETF for next
generation Internet routers. As a result, various aspects of RED have been widely studied
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For Each Packet Arrival
Calculate the average queue size avg
If Min_Threshold < avg < Max_Threshold
Calculate probability p
with probability p:
Mark the arriving packet
else if Max_Threshold < avg
Mark the arriving packet
Fig. 1. Algorithm of RED.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of RED gateway queue.

in the literature (Lu and Wang, 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Guan et al., 2007; Kim and Lee,
2006). RED was proposed by Floyd and Jacobson (1993). Since then, a number of studies
have been carried out to study its performance in terms of stability (La, 2004; Ranjan et al.,
2004; Hollot et al., 2002), input trafﬁc patterns (Feng et al., 2004), transport protocol
(Wang et al., 2003), and application layer protocol (Le et al., 2003). Figs. 1 and 2 show the
algorithm and drop function of RED. A router implementing RED accepts all packets
until the queue reaches Minth after which it drops packets with a linear probability
distribution function. When the queue length reaches Maxth , all packets are dropped with
a probability of one.
The basic idea behind RED is that a router detects congestion early by computing the
average queue length (avg) and sets two buffer thresholds Maxth and Minth for packet
drops as shown in Fig. 2. The average queue length at time t, deﬁned as avgðtÞ ¼
ð1  wÞavgðt  1Þ þ wqðtÞ, is used as a control variable to perform active packet drops.
avgðtÞ is the new value of the average queue length at time t, qðtÞ is instantaneous queue
length at time t, and w is a weight parameter for calculating avgðtÞ. Normally, w is much
less than one. The packet drop probability p is calculated by
p ¼ Maxdrop

avg  Minth
.
Maxth  Minth

The RED algorithm therefore, includes two computational parts: computation of the
average queue length and calculation of the drop probability.
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The RED algorithm involves four parameters to regulate its performance. Despite lot of
studies, the relationship between the four parameters and the behavior of RED is still not
fully understood (May et al., 2000a; Verma et al., 2003; Low et al., 2003; Ranjan et al., 2004).
Minth and Maxth are the queue thresholds to perform packet drops, Maxdrop is the packet
drop probability at Maxth , and w is a weight parameter to calculate the average queue size
from the instantaneous queue length. The average queue length follows a long-term increase
of the instantaneous queue length. However, since w is much less than one, avg changes much
slower than q. Therefore, avg follows the long-term changes of q, reﬂecting persistent
congestion in the network when avg is high. By making the packet drop probability a
function of the level of congestion, RED gateway can achieve a low packet drop probability
during low congestion, while the drop probability increases as the congestion level increases.
The packet drop probability of RED is small in the interval Minth and Maxth , and the
packets to be dropped are chosen randomly from packets arriving from different hosts. As
a result, packets coming from different hosts will not be dropped simultaneously. RED
gateways, therefore, avoid global synchronization by randomly dropping packets.
2.1. Selection of maximum packet drop probability, Maxdrop
It has been shown that there is no single set of RED parameters that work well under
different congestion scenarios (Feng et al., 1999a). Based on the above observation, the
authors proposed a more adaptive RED gateway, which self-parameterizes itself based on
the trafﬁc mix. Results show that trafﬁc dependent parameterizations of a RED gateway
can effectively reduce packet loss, while improving link utilization under a range of
network loads. However, dynamically setting and conﬁguring RED gateway parameters
makes gateway management complicated.
The selection of the maximum drop probability ðMaxdrop Þ affects the performance of
RED. If Maxdrop is too small, then active packet drops will not be enough to prevent global
synchronization. Too large a value of Maxdrop will lower the throughput. Although Floyd
(1997) suggests a Maxdrop value of 0.1, selection of an optimal value of Maxdrop according to
the network and trafﬁc situation is still an open issue (Feng et al., 1999b; May et al., 2000b).
In Feng et al. (1999a), it has been proved that the value of Maxdrop depends not only on
the bandwidth delay product, but also on the number of connections. It has been pointed
out that the upper bound of Maxdrop can be expressed as
N  SS  C
,
(1)
Bt
where N is the number of connections, B is the total bandwidth, SS is the segment size, t is
the RTT, and C is a constant. From Eq. (1), it is seen that it is not possible to ﬁx the value
of Maxdrop for a dynamically changing network environment, such as, varying number of
connections, RTT, etc.
Maxdrop p

2.2. Selection of buffer thresholds, Minth and Maxth
The buffer thresholds of RED can be determined as follows:



It has been recommended that, for a RED gateway carrying only TCP trafﬁc, Minth should
be around ﬁve packets, and Maxth should be at least three times of Minth (Floyd, 1997).
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Non-TCP trafﬁc do not employ the congestion control mechanisms of TCP. A different
set of values are therefore, required for Minth and Maxth in order to protect TCP trafﬁc
from non-TCP trafﬁc (Anjum and Tassiulas, 1999).

2.3. Selection of weight parameter, w
RED uses the average queue length as a control variable to perform active packet drop.
Calculation of the average queue length involves the previous average queue length and the
instantaneous queue length modiﬁed by a weight parameter w. The average queue length
therefore works as a low pass ﬁlter (LPF).
The average queue length is required to track persistent network congestion that occurs
over a long time range while, at the same time, ﬁltering out short time congestion. This
requirement imposes limitations on the selection of w. If w is too small, the average queue
length will not catch up with the long range congestion which may result in the failure of
active queue management. If w is too large, the average queue length will track the
instantaneous queue, which will also degrade the performance of active queue management. Therefore, the value of w should be related to the trafﬁc ﬂowing in the queue.
A simple model to calculate w was developed in Floyd and Jacobson (1993) and Floyd
(1997). However, the assumptions in developing the model of w were too simple to reﬂect
real TCP trafﬁc. Therefore, in certain situations, the values given in Floyd and Jacobson
(1993) and Floyd (1997) may result in non-optimal performance of the RED queue (Zheng
and Atiquzzaman, 2000).
A more realistic model for determining w has been proposed in Zheng and Atiquzzaman
(2000), where the aggregate TCP trafﬁc has been taken into consideration. Results have
shown that the value obtained from the model in Zheng and Atiquzzaman (2000) gives
better performance than the values in Floyd and Jacobson (1993) and Floyd (1997) under
certain cases.
2.4. Calculation of average queue length
RED uses four parameters and one state variable to regulate its performance. The state
variable is the average queue length, which is deﬁned as avg ¼ ð1  wÞavg þ wq and works
as an LPF (Floyd and Jacobson, 1993). In the above expression w is a weight parameter
and q is the instantaneous queue size of gateway buffer. The average queue length controls
the active packet drop in the RED queue. The advantages of using average queue length to
control active packet drop are (1) accumulating short-term congestion and (2) tracing
long-term congestion. However, the LPF characteristic of average queue will be also
featured with slow time response to the changes of long-term congestion in network. This
will be harmful to the throughput and delay performance of RED gateway. For example,
after a long-term congestion, the average queue length will stay high even if the
instantaneous queue is back to normal or low; RED will therefore continue dropping
packets even after the end of congestion (May et al., 2000b) resulting in low throughput.
The slow response of the average queue length will result in the throughput restoring
slowly after heavy congestion (Christiansen et al., 2000). A larger values of w can improve
the response time, but will result in the RED queue tracing short-term congestion; this
violate the rules for AQM required by IETF (Braden et al., 1998).
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avg:average queue length
w:weight parameter
q:instantaneous queue

For each
packet arrival

yes

under
long term
congestion

no

yes

avg=(1-w)avg+wq

avg=avg/2

average
queue higher than
specific value

no

avg=(1-w)avg+wq

Fig. 3. LPF/ODA algorithm (Zheng and Atiquzzaman, 2002).

In Zheng and Atiquzzaman (2002), a more effective deﬁnition and algorithm for
calculating avg is proposed. The new algorithm is called low pass filter/over drop avoidance
(LPF/ODA) which calculates the average queue length as follows:





During long-term congestion, calculate the average queue length with an LPF as given in
Floyd and Jacobson (1993). During this period, the RED queue is in the active drop phase.
If average queue length is high at the end of long-term congestion, halve the average
queue length. During this period, the RED queue is in the ODA phase.
If the average queue length is below a speciﬁc threshold after the end of long-term
congestion, renew the value of average queue length using the LPF model.

The LPF/ODA algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Results have shown that the LPF/ODA
algorithm improves the response time, throughput and delay of RED queues.
3. Modelling assumptions and notations
To facilitate further discussion, we present the assumptions and notation used in our model.
3.1. Assumptions
We make the following assumptions, which will be used to develop the model for
determining Maxp in Section 4. Note that some of the assumptions have been used in
previous work as mentioned below:





The RED gateway queue is initially empty (also assumed in Floyd and Jacobson, 1993).
The average queue length is initially zero (also assumed in Floyd and Jacobson, 1993).
When RED performs well, the average queue length will vary within a small range.
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In the long term, the active packet drop always works.
RTT, t, for a connection is constant (used in Padhye et al., 2000).
A TCP source’s congestion window at time t is determined by the packet drops at time
t  t (as in Padhye et al., 2000).
Long-term congestion, which varies slowly, is described by a slow function gðiÞ, where i
corresponds to the ith calculation of the average queue length.
Short-term congestion, which varies fast, is described by a fast function f ðiÞ
corresponding to the ith calculation of the average queue length.


1  ð1Þi
1  ð1Þi1
f ðiÞ ¼ q0
þb
.
(2)
2
2
The instantaneous queue length, qðiÞ, is described by the modulation of the fast function
ðf ðiÞÞ by a slow function ðgðiÞÞ, i.e., qðiÞ ¼ gðiÞf ðiÞ.

3.2. Notations
We deﬁne the following variables, which are used in our model in Section 4.






w: weight parameter for calculation of average queue length at a RED gateway;
qðmÞ: instantaneous queue size of the RED gateway during the mth calculation of the
average queue length. From our assumptions in Section 3.1, qð0Þ ¼ 0;
m: bottleneck link rate;
avgðmÞ: average queue length of the RED gateway at the mth calculation (see Fig. 4). It
is deﬁned as
avgðmÞ ¼ ð1  wÞ  avgðm  1Þ þ w  qðmÞ,










(3)

where avgð0Þ ¼ 0 from our assumptions in Section 3.1;
t: RTT in terms of calculation interval of average queue length;
Maxp: maximum packet drop probability for RED queue;
K l : minimum buffer threshold for RED gateway to perform active packet drop;
K h : maximum buffer threshold for RED gateway to perform packet drop with
probability of one;
W i ðmÞ: TCP congestion window size for the ith connection at time m;
N: total number of connections;
aðmÞ: normalized instantaneous queue deﬁned by qðmÞ=K l ;
bðmÞ: normalized average queue length deﬁned by avgðmÞ=K l .

In the next section, we develop the model of Maxp based on the above assumptions.

Kh
Kl

avg(m)
Fig. 4. Long-term performance of average queue length versus instantaneous queue.
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4. Modelling Maxp: lower and upper bounds
According to the deﬁnition of packet drop probability in RED queue, the packet drop
probability pðmÞ is given by
pðmÞ ¼

avgðmÞ  K l
Maxp.
Kh  Kl

(4)

By deﬁning a ¼ Maxp=ðK h  K l Þ, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
pðmÞ ¼ aK l ðbðmÞ  1Þ.

(5)

The difference equation for the instantaneous queue qðmÞ is
qðmÞ  qðm  1Þ ¼

N
X
W i ðmÞ
i¼1

ti

 m,

(6)

where the left-hand side is the net change of instantaneous queue size, the right-hand side is
the difference between the incoming and outgoing data. To simplify the discussion, we
consider N iid TCP connections with the same RTT. In this case, Eq. (6) becomes
qðmÞ  qðm  1Þ ¼

NW ðmÞ
 m.
t

(7)

Expressing Eq. (7) in normalized form, we have
aðmÞ  aðm  1Þ ¼

NW ðmÞ m
 .
tK l
Kl

(8)

It has been proved in Padhye et al. (2000) that W ðmÞ can be expressed as
C
W ðmÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ,
pðm  tÞ

(9)

where C is a constant. By substituting Eq. (5) into (9), we have
W ðmÞ ¼

C
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
aK l bðm  tÞ 1 
bðm  tÞ

(10)

where bðmÞ is the normalized average queue length. For active queue management to work,
it pmust
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ have bðmÞX1. Therefore, 1=bðm  tÞp1 always holds. By using
1= 1  x ’ ð1 þ x=2Þ, we have


C
1
W ðmÞ ’ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 þ
.
(11)
2bðm  tÞ
aK l bðm  tÞ
From the deﬁnition, the normalized average queue is expressed as
bðmÞ ¼ ð1  wÞbðm  1Þ þ waðmÞ.

(12)

We have
aðmÞ ¼

bðmÞ  ð1  wÞbðm  1Þ
.
w

(13)
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By substituting W ðmÞ, aðmÞ and aðm  1Þ into Eq. (8) (Zheng and Atiquzzaman, 20003):
bðmÞ  ð1 þ ð1  wÞÞbðm  1Þ þ ð1  wÞbðm  2Þ m
þ
w
Kl


N
C
1
¼
.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 þ
tK l aK l bðm  tÞ
2bðm  tÞ

(14)

Finally, from Eq. (4), we have

Maxp ¼

ðCNÞ2
ðmtÞ2



ðK h  K l Þ 1 þ

Kl
2 avgðmÞ
avgðm  tÞ

2

1
avgðmÞ  ð1 þ ð1  wÞÞavgðm  1Þ þ ð1  wÞavgðm  2Þ
1þ
wm

2 .

(15)

From the deﬁnition of avg and our assumptions, we have (Zheng and Atiquzzaman,
20003):
avgðmÞ  ð1 þ ð1  wÞÞavgðm  1Þ þ ð1  wÞ  avgðm  2Þ
¼ ð1  wÞm1 wgðmÞðf ðmÞ  f ðm  1Þ.

Fig. 5. Network conﬁguration for simulation.

(16)
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From our assumption, we have


ð1Þm þ ð1Þm1
ð1Þm1 þ ð1Þm2
þb
f ðmÞ  f ðm  1Þ ¼ q0
2
2
(
q0 ðb  1Þ
if m is even;
¼
q0 ðb  1Þ if m is odd:

(17)

Therefore, we have


avgðmÞ  ð1 þ ð1  wÞÞavgðm  1Þ þ ð1  wÞavgðm  2Þ
1þ
wm
¼

ð1  wÞm1 gðmÞq0 ðb  1Þ
.
m

(18)

server0 TCP Load (pkts/sec)

Kh=20 K1=6 Maxp=0.1

25
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15
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5
0
server1 TCP Load (pkts/sec)
25
20
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5
0
25

server2 TCP Load (pkts/sec)

20
15
10
5
0

0

25

50
time (sec)
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Fig. 6. TCP load for Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and K 0h  K 0l ¼ 14.

100
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Since w is very small for a RED queue, for long-term performance, m is very large,
resulting in a very small value of ð1  wÞm1 . Moreover, comparing with the link rate m,
ð1  wÞm1 gðmÞq0 ðb  1Þ is so small that the term ð1  wÞm1 gðmÞq0 ðb  1Þ=m can be
approximated by 0. Then the expression for Maxp can be expressed as

2 ðK h  K l Þ 1 þ

Maxp ¼

2
Kl
2 avgðmÞ
avgðm  tÞ

ðCNÞ
ðmtÞ2

(19)

avgðm  tÞ is called the target average queue length that RED tries to achieve in the long
term. For RED to perform satisfactorily, the relationship avgðmÞ 2 ½K l ; K h  must be
satisﬁed. From the drop function of the RED gateway queue, if the long term avgðmÞoK l ,
there will be no active packet drop. In this case, active queue management will not work;
packet drops will be due queue overﬂow. On other hand, if avgðmÞ4K h , each arriving
packet will be dropped, giving rise to the problem of global synchronization.
Passive packet drop (pkts/sec)

Kh=20 K1=6 Maxp=0.1

60
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20
10
0
Active packet drop (pkts/sec)
60
50
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20
10
0
0

25

50
time (sec)

75

Fig. 7. Packet drop for Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and K 0h  K 0l ¼ 14.
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From this discussion, we conclude that avgðmÞ will control Maxp between its Upper and
Lower bounds, MaxpU and MaxpL , respectively, as given below:


Kl 2
ðK h  K l Þ 1 þ
ðNCÞ2
2K l
MaxpU p
,
(20)
Kl
ðmtÞ2


Kl 2
ðK h  K l Þ 1 þ
ðNCÞ2
2K h
MaxpL X
.
(21)
Kh
ðmtÞ2
5. Performance evaluation
To test the model developed in the above section, we carried out simulations using the
OPNET 5.1D network simulation tool. Before describing our results, we describe the
network topology and simulation conﬁguration.
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Link Utilization (Kh=140 K1=6 Maxp=0.96)

Link Utilization (Kh=140 K1=6 Maxp=0.1)
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Link Utilization (Kh=20 K1=6 Maxp=0.1)
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

25

50
time (sec)

75

100

Fig. 8. Link utilization for Maxp1 ¼ 0:96 and K 1h  K 1l ¼ 134, Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and K 1h  K 1l ¼ 134, Maxp0 ¼ 0:1
and K 0h  K 0l ¼ 14.
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5.1. Simulation configurations
The network topology is shown in Fig. 5. Three TCP sources send ftp trafﬁc to a client via
a RED gateway. To ensure a fair comparison with the value of Maxp in the original RED,
the values of the conﬁguration parameters were the same as those suggested in Floyd (1997).










Server0 to RED gateway link: Propagation delay 1 ms, link rate 100 Mbps.
Server1 to RED gateway link: Propagation delay 5 ms, link rate 100 Mbps.
Server2 to RED gateway link: Propagation delay 3 ms, link rate 100 Mbps.
Client to RED gateway link: Propagation delay 5 ms, bottleneck link rate 10 Mbps. To
induce congestion at the RED queue, the bottleneck link rate has been chosen to be 30
times smaller than the sum of link rates feeding the bottleneck link.
Gateway processing speed: 1 ms per packet.
Gateway queue size: 200 packets.
w ¼ 0.07, K 0l ¼ 6, K 0h ¼ 20 and K 1l ¼ 6, K 1h ¼ 140.
Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 (Floyd, 1997) and Maxp1 ¼ Maxp0 ðK 1h  K 1l Þ=ðK 0h  K 0l Þ.
server0 TCP Load (pkts/sec)

Kh=140 K1=6 Maxp=0.1
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Fig. 9. TCP load for Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and K 1h  K 1l ¼ 134.
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5.2. Results and discussion
Figs. 6 and 7 show the TCP trafﬁc load at the three servers, and active and passive
packet drops (tail drops) for Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and K 0h  K 0l ¼ 14. It can be seen that all the
packets are due to active drops with zero passive drops, i.e., the RED queue works in
active drop. The TCP senders did not suffer from global synchronization. The bottleneck link
has a reasonable utilization as shown in Fig. 8.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the simulation results for Maxp0 ¼ 0:1 and changing K 0h  K 0l ¼ 134
and 14, respectively. In the above analysis, the ratio Maxp0 =ðK 1h  K 1l Þ is so small (less
than 0.0008) that the active packet drop is insufﬁcient to eliminate passive (tail) drops.
Therefore, all packet drops are due to tail drops, resulting in global synchronization of
TCP senders. TCP senders stop sending after time 25 s. Therefore, the bottleneck link
bandwidth is wasted after time 25 s, as shown in Fig. 8.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the simulation results for Maxp1 ¼ Maxp0 ðK 1h  K 1l Þ=ðK 0h  K 0l Þ.
As indicated by our theoretical model, the ratio Maxp1 =ðK 1h  K 1l Þ is restored to the proper
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Fig. 11. TCP load for Maxp1 ¼ 0:96 and K 1h  K 1l ¼ 134.

value so that the active packet drops are sufficient to eliminate passive drops. Therefore, all
packet drops are active drops, resulting in elimination of global synchronization. The
congestion is relieved, resulting in a higher bottleneck link utilization as shown in Fig. 8.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a framework to determine Maxp of RED gateways have been proposed
and developed. Simulation results have shown that the model properly relates Maxp to the
buffer threshold and RED parameters. For a given TCP link, a large buffer threshold
results in a large Maxp. Since, a ﬁxed value of Maxp is not suitable for all conﬁgurations,
inappropriate combinations of Maxp with other conﬁguration parameters will prevent
RED from achieving its desired goals. Our model can be used by network engineers to
determine an optimum value of Maxp based on trafﬁc characteristics and values of RED
parameters.
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